Due to the rescheduling arrangements the bonds must inherently have reduced value (reflecting the reduced interest rate). This amount can be isolated by comparing past and present yields. If this is regarded as a 'realised' loss then, as above, this could be reflected by writing off an appropriate amount of bond, but I do not believe this presentation is mandatory (i.e. the value reduction could be held as a provision). However, regardless of the presentation, the write-off reflecting reduced interest income should not be taken out of the provision for credit risk (i.e. the components of the provision must be separately identified) although credit risk can be assessed on the net value after the write off for reduced yield. Again, a trading intention would mean the bonds are marked to market. If the bond is to be held to redemption then, assuming a write down is recognised to reflect the reduced yield of the par bond, it is reasonable to recover that discount on a yield to redemption (actuarial) basis. However, the provision for credit risk must also be reassessed and adjusted as necessary. If the yield reduction was held by way of provision (as opposed to actual write off) it may result in adjustments within the provision, but no net effect overall. Bonds held for trading would continue to be marked to market without regard to yield implications.
Future Provisions Future provisions against capital and uncollected
The information and figures in this article should he regarded as accurate as of 31 January 1990. except in respect of the figures contai ned in Ta hie I a id the corn meras a bout the Fi nance Bill 1990 schielt follow. The Finance Bill 990 lays down clearer guidelines concerning tax relief for [.DC debt provisions. These proposals allow banks to cta im tax relief on provisions up lo val nec which approximate to t he current Bank of England matrix levels. Future increases in allowable provisions will he restricted to 5 per cent of the principal sum per year from March 1991 onwards -i.e. tite limit for December 1990 financial statements will be the same as December l9g9. The same principle will apply to losses which are crystallised by selling debt, un less it is sold hack lo tite debtor country when fu Il relief for any loss will he given immediately. Although the proposals are not necessarily as generous as banks might have wished, they nevertheless do sel down some firm guidelines and also ensti re t hat tite banks will get full tax relief even if it (lises take s fexv years.
Accounting Treatment
A number of accounting issues arise concerning the Mexico proposals in relation to the bonds that will be issued to give effect to the Brady Plan.
Balance Sheet Presentation of Bonds Although the bonds, if purchased in the secondary market, could well be classified as 'investments', I would favour maintaining them as 'advances'. On a substance over form approach it is a rescheduled loan.
Howver, if it is now intended to sell the bonds or otherwise deal in them, then they should be treated as 'dealing investments'.
The fact that the bonds have a market price (in Luxembourg) does not necessarily mean there is a liquid market. Even if they are readily saleable, this does not prevent them being recorded as 'advances' provided there is an intention to hold to maturity.
After all, these days 'loans' can be sold.
Recorded Value of the Discount Bond
The discount bond will mature at only 65 per cent of original value, therefore the bond should not be recorded at a value above this.
It should be recorded at the 65 per cent of original value, less any further provision needed to reflect credit risk over the remaining life. The credit risk may be considered to be negligible as the bonds are backed by US Treasury Bonds. Since the 35 per cent discount has been waived a loss has been 'realised' (i.e. the full lOO per cent will neve.r now be recovered) so this amount should be written off against the provision leaving gross cost at 65 per cent, less further provisions as deemed necessary. Again, an intention to deal or trade the bonds would suggest using a mark to market approach.
Recorded Value of the Par Bond
In the case of the par bond it could be argued that no adjustments are needed and that the bonds continue to be shown at gross cost less provisions for credit risk. However, T believe a yield adjustment is also needed.
Some Accounting and Tax Aspects of LDC Debt
Provisioning1 recorded income will be needed in the usual manner but, as indicated above, this is likely to be negligible for the capital element and would also reflect any guarantees of the interest element. Technically the discount should be amortised even if the market value of the bond is below cost where the bond is to be held to maturity. However, if this is indicative of problems with recoverability then it may involve an equal increase in a provision for credit risk (as discussed above). In practical terms, therefore, the amortiation may not be recognised.
New Money
Any bank making new loans would have to make extra provisions. At a minimum, these extra provisions would have to accord with the Bank of England matrix.
Policy Statement
Ideally the policy adopted should be fully disclosed, i.e.:
whether bonds are disclosed net or gross; whether immediate write off is made; whether discount (on par bonds) is being amortised; that further provisions are made where necessary.
International Provisioning
As shown in Table 1 , the secondary market values of most of the main LDC debt has continued to fall. In response to this fall, the four major clearers in the UK have made additional provisions against LDC debt over the past year as follows: 'No sum shall be deducted in respect of any debts, except bad debts proved to be such, and doubtful debts to the extent that they are respectively estimated to be 
